1.
Not all words described as 'adverbs' in lexicons are used as proper adverbs since a word which has the form of an 'adverb' may sometimes perform the function of another part of speech. For this reason only instances where the adverb performs its true function as an adverb are incIuded in this investigation. This means excluding instances where, though the word may be an adverb in form, it is used as a noun,l an adjective,2 a preposition 3 or a conjunction. 4 Certain adverbs, such as relative, interrogative and negative adverbs, have their position determined by considerations other than the fact that they are adverbs, so none of these have been included. Adverbial forms of numerals have also been excluded since it is difficult to classify them.
The remaining adverbs have been categorised in two different ways. First, they have been classified into three groups depending on whether they are adverbs of time, manner or place. Secondly, they have been categorised according to the position of the adverb relative to the word it modifies. Occasionally it is difficult to decide which word is, in fact, modified by the adverb, Such instances have been deferred to the end when the results of our investigation may be applied in attempting to reach a final decision. In taking account of textual variation instances where the adverb has a different position vis-a-vis the word it modifies have been categorised separately and a discussion of instances where the readings vary between pre-and post-position of the adverb will be appended to our observations. Instances of textual variation where none of the variant readings involves a different categorisation have been noted, but ignored for the purpose of compiling statistics. 5 The actual adverbs considered may now be listed : EvBaSE, EvBEV, EVTEVBEV, EgW, ETTavw, EawBEv, KaTw, fLaKpav, fLaKpoBEv, oAtyov (also manner), OTTLaBEV, oTTtaw, TTavTaxov, TTavToBEv, TTOPPW, TToppwBEV, TTOPPWTEPOV, ciJSE (24 in all) . avwBEv (Luke 1:3) has not been classified because its exact meaning is not certain.
